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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Seasoned NodeJS Developer with a strong foundation in backend development and a proven track record of delivering impactful

solutions.I bring a wealth of experience gained from freelancing and corporate roles.With over 1.5+ YOE, my expertise lies in

developing REST APIs, and building robust microservices. I thrive in dynamic environments, consistently delivering high-quality

code while collaborating effectively with cross-functional teams.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Freelancer Bhadrak,Odisha

NodeJS Developer June 2022-Present

GTT Trade App:

● Restructured the codebase to follow MVC application architectural style to make it maintainable.

● Build REST APIs to show all stocks and particular stock information, and implemented cron service to update stock

prices.

● Reviewed PRs and mentored the junior team members towards best practices, and clean code.

ICICI Ishine:

● Implemented secure REST APIs for login and register using OTP and JWT authentication, and for sharing generated

certificate of participation through email.

● Built functionality for admin dashboard like generating excel reports for 8 different categories of contests, with

pagination and filtering.

● Refactored the old code to increase reusability and better performance.

Happiest Minds Technologies Bangalore, Karnataka

Software Engineer July 2021-June 2022

Digital Advertising App:

● Implemented CRUD operations of two new ad types across multiple modules of microservice-based that resulted in

increased user satisfaction and revenue.

● Built high-quality, clean, and reusable code by enforcing best software engineering practices like MVC, unit test, code

reviews, RCAs

● Actively assisted QA team to write postman automation test cases for user stories and bugs that increased overall

bandwidth of sprint as well as speed of testing process.

● Collaborated with clients, seniors and other team members (FE, QA, UI/UX) to coordinate defined tasks, and ship

error-free code changes.

● Reduced technical debt by 70% by fixing 1-2 bugs in each sprint cycle,and also increased sonarqube code coverage of two

modules by 5.04% and 7.3%, which resulted in achieving the targeted 80% code coverage of those modules.

● Demonstrated in demos, and Participated in daily scrum and sprint activities with internal and external teams actively.

ICT Health Technology Service Bhadrak,Odisha

Intern Feb 2021-May 2021

HINAI App:

● Worked on BIRT reports to generate medical reports as pdf/html page of different hospital departments

● Developed a POC project that represented few features of the main product as part of the curriculum.

SKILLS

Node JS, ExpressJS, REST API, JavaScript, TypeScript, Java, Postgres, MySQL, MongoDb, Sequelize, Mongoose, JWT

Authentication,EJS, Lodash, Jest Testing, Joi Validation, Swagger, Git, Github, Postman, Postman Automation, SonarQube,

RabbitMQ, Jira, Confluence, Android Studio, Docker, Kubernetes

PROJECTS

College Projects:Hostel Leave (Android/Java), Local Help (Android/Java), Pocket ITM (Android/Java), Memories (MERN)

Latest Personal Projects: Employee Recognition System (NodeJS), Ecommerce (NodeJS), Ticketing (Microservices)

CERTIFICATIONS

Happiest Minds Technologies Recognition for Learning: Learning Evangelist

ICT Health Internship: Internship Certificate

Udemy Certification On: NodeJS - The Complete Guide

Udemy Certification On: Microservices with NodeJS and React

EDUCATION

Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology, Burla, Odisha Masters of Computer Application - 81%

Bhadrak Autonomous College, Bhadrak, Odisha Bachelor Of Science, ITM - 83%

Bhadrak Junior College, Bhadrak, Odisha 12th Science CHSE Board - 63.7%

Happy Home School, Bhadrak, Odisha 10th ICSE Board - 92.6%
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